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Abstract. Several models of ‘graph gra.mmars’ have been studied with the objective of generating 
graphs from graphs using a finite set of derivation rules. In this way, possibly infinite sets of gral-hs 
(called graph languages) c;\n be finitely defined. One aspect that must be addlressed in any such 
mod?1 is the ‘embedding problem’, that is: When a production is applied, l:ow does the new 
subgr;Jnh get reconnected to the original graph? Node-label controlled (NLC) grammars >,oive 
this problem in an elegant way that depelli. , ,,nly on the labels of nodes in the new and or;!<i,jnl 
graphs. This paper examines certain restrictions on NLC grammars similar to the Chom+y or 
Greibach normal forms ftor context-free string grammars. For example, one restriction we cc;lsider 
requires each productiotl to produce a terminal la?eied node-. similar t0 ~reibaCh normal fOiTI. 
We also consider restrictions on the form which the embedding mechanism can take. Our rcsuit 
is that each of the restrictions we examine causes a reduction in generating power for the grammars. 
Finally, we discuss some directions for future research on NLC grammars. 
1. Introduction 
Graph grammars provide a mechanism for generating sets of graphs. A survey 
of these graph grammars has been given by Nagl, together w&h a list of numerous 
applications such as pattern recognition, semantics of programming languages, data 
flow analysis and code optimization [9]. A procedure for transforming graphs which 
is common to most ‘sequential graph grammars is described as follows [9, 101 (by 
‘graph’ we refer to an undirected, node-labeled. finite graph). 
Assume we have a graph which we want to transform using a production cr -+ /% 
ii.here LY cznd /3 are graphs. Then one follows these four steps: 
Step 1. Locate some instance of a particular subgraph cy in the graph to be 
transformed 
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Srep 2. Delete this instance of the suhgraph (Y. 
Sq 3. Introducton a new subgraph p. 
Step 4. Using some fixed algorithm, embed the new subgraph p in the remaining 
nodes of the graph. 
Thus, there is a major difference between applying a graph production cy + p and 
applying the analogous string production: for a string production, there is no need 
to specify how rhe new substring is to be embedded in the original string. Hence, 
an important facet of any model of graph grammars is the method for embedding 
an introduced subgraph into the nodes of the original graph. 
A model of graph grammars introduced in [4] provides a simple solution to the 
cmbcdding problem: the embedding of an introduced subgraph is entirely controlled 
by labels of nodes. These grammars are called node-fcchel corrtr~ileii graph grammars 
(abbreviated NLC grammar+ and the sets OS graphs which they generate are NLC 
laqq~rc~g~s. A number of properties of these graph languages have been recently 
\tudied [S, 6, 7, 81. 
This paper sets several restricti WI; on NLC‘ grammars and examines the generative 
power of the resulting subciasses of gramn&s. The restrictions are of two types: 
( I ) Restrictions on the sort of productions which may be used. 
( 2) Restrictions on how an introduced subgraph may be embedded in the original 
graph. 
Kcstrictions of the first tqx arc familiar in string gr1-1mmars---for cxamplt‘. the 
rc\triction of contest-frtx gr;liT‘\mars to Chomsky normal form [ I, 3, I l] or Greibach 
normal form [2. 3. 1 I]. 
l‘11c first restriction we consider is based on Chomsky normal form. A key property 
of it Uhomsky normal form grammar is that the right side of any production has 
Ic?@ twtr or less. The usefulness of this form is that any context-fret‘ language cttn 
tw g:encratt:d hy such a gr;rmm:~r. The knilar wstriction that wt’ place on NLC’ 
~~rammars is to limit the right side of an\’ production to ;I graph with at most k z L 
no&~. wliwz k 3 2 is MWC‘ fixed integer. Such ;i gr;unmrtr is citllcd k-ary. WC show 
that this rc‘striction rt‘duws the gcncrilting power of NLt’ gr;min:;irs. In fact, for 
:tn\ k. thcrc art‘ finite liln~ua~t!s which IIO k-;~r~l gr;1mm;1r g~n~r;~i~<. Directly frcml - L 
thk result lf5’t‘ can dcnwnstr;:te wrtain sin@ intinitc liingu:lgcs that no N1.C 
,gr;ifninw gcncratcs. 
Finally, we consider 
embedding mechanism. 
determinism which has 
three restrlctions of the second type, i.e., restricting the 
T’wo of these restrictions capture an ingredient of generative 
no direct counterpart in string grammars, but which could 
be useful in developing parsing algorithms. The third restriction introduces an 
element of symmetry in the embedding mechanism, which would be useful in 
extending the NLC model to parallel rewrite systems. These three restrictions which 
we consider all result in a reduction in the generative power of NLC grammars. 
Notu tiorr 
If X is a finite alph:lbet, then Ci: denotes the set of all (finite, undirected) graphs 
Gth node labels from Z. If (Y is a graph and t‘ is a node of cy with label X, then 
we call L‘ an X-node. I he number of rlodes in cy is denoted by /a 1. 
2. NLC grammars 
A (~rwh 1 h~guagu s A set of graphs with node labels from some fixed finite set 
of symbck Graph Ial guages can be generated using graph grammars, and in 
particular using NLC grrlmmars. The production rul !: of an NLC grammar arc 
similar to those of a context-free string gramm;lr; th2 embedding component is 
specified bv mt”ans of ;I comecticm rchtion. Form.ally. an NIX grammar is defined 
as folloWs. 
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Step 4. For each pair ( Y, 2) in the connection telation, connect every Y-node 
in the daughter graph to every Z-node in the neigllborhood. 
Call the resulting graph 7. We write p _)ci 71 to denote the relation “v is directly 
deriued from p in G”. 
If there exists a finite sequence of transformations: 
then we write p. +& p,,, and say that P,~, is derived from p. in G. The finite sequence 
is called a derivation of length tn. When G is understood, we will simplify the notation 
to P 3 ‘I or pO =$* P,,,. 
The Language generuted by the grammar G, also called an NLC language, is the 
set of all graphs with terminal labels, which can be deriveci from the one-node graph 
with label S. that is, 
( Here we have used S to denote the one-node graph with label S.) 
Example. Suppose we have a production 
in an NIX grammar with connection relation C = (( A, II). (B, B), (R, D)}. We could 
apply this production to the graph 
11 /\ 11 ;\ 
l = ‘4 
Embedding this subgraph according to the connectk~n rdation C gives the following 
rcsl:lt: 
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Example. Consider G = (2. J, P, S, C), where C = {S, a}, d = {a}, C = C x C and P 
contains the following two productions: : 
.$-A,” 
N 
s + . 
. 
Clearly L(G) consists of all nonempty complete graphs with every node labeled a. 
If we change the connection relation to contain only the pr: Lr (n, a), then the language 
becomes the set of nonempty chains with every node la?jeled n. 
We finish rhis section with some pr4minary results on NLC languages. 
Definition. For any integer k 3 0, an NLC grammar is calied k-ary provided that 
each production X -+ Q has /cy i - k. An erasing production is a production X -+ h, 
where A is the empty graph. 
Erasing productions for grapll grammars are similar to erasing productions for 
context-free string gra;;nmars [3, 1 l]-and like the string grammars, erasing produc- 
tions may always be eiiminated from an NLC grammar (unless A itself is being 
generated). In fact, these productions can be eliminated without increasing the arity 
of the gramizu-. 
Theorem 2.1. L41 k 2 0 be an integer wld G = (2, A, P, S, C) be a k-ary grammar. 
Then there exists n k-my grammar G’ = (Z. A, P’, S, C) such that P’ contains no 
erasing productions ant./ L(G) = L(G) -(A). 
The proof of this theorem is virtually identical to the corresponding proof for 
context-free string grammars [ 11, Theorem 6.23. 
In general, there may be several different derivations of a particular graph in a 
given grammar. For example, consider the grammar with z’ = (S, X, a), A = (a ). C 
containing (0. a ) and (~1, S), and these four productions: 
IMow we give two derivations of the same three-node graph: 
S* 
.s 11 11 s (1 
l +- 
(1 tl (1 
l *- 
s \’ .s 11 .\ s 11 11 (1 il 11 
s=+-*- .=f?- a’- a 
‘1’1~ first of these deI*ivations has the following property: at the last point in the 
derivation where the graph has fewer than three nodes, there is exactly one nonter- 
minal label. Such situations are useful in analyzing derivations, and this leads us to 
the following notion. 
Let p be a graph with IpI= n > 1. A derivation of p in an NLC grammar is called 
cwzstruirled if at the last point in the derivation where the graph has fewer than n 
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be constructed is if it appears whole in the daughter graph of some production. 
Since each daughter graph is finite, this implies an infinite number of productions- 
but the number of productions is also finite. Cl 
3. Restrictions on productions 
Weh _ LX z!ready introduced one restriction on productions: the k-ary grammars. 
Recall that an NLC grammar is called k-ary provided that every production X -+ N 
has IcyI s k. The firs: result of this section shows that for every k, the k -ary grammars 
are less powerful than general NLC-grammars: 
Theorem 3.1. IJI k .b 1 h4 WI intqer and de.firle p to tw the followi~lg path: 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that G is a k-ary NLC grammar and p is the onI4 
k + 3 node graph G gtnerates. By Theorem 2.1 we may assume that G contains 
no erasing productions; hence by Corollary &._ 7 3 there must be a constrained deriva- 
tion of ,z. At some point in this constrained derivation there is a step ,O =+ y with 
ipI< k+3 and ;yl=k+X C ‘onsider the daughter graph LY which has been inserted 
at this step, and its corresponding neighborhood (i.e., the neighborhood of the 
mother node). Exh node in the neighborhood is already labeled a (since the 
derivation is ConsLrained), and eventually each node in cy will be relabeled with II. 
The kcv &servations are the following: d 
l The neiphbort 04 must contain at least two nodes, fo, tJLir.. - .,+hn%se the final go aph 
cannot be of the required form (i.e., it will not contain a Hamiltonian cycle). 
l At Icast two nodes in IY must remain connected to some node in the ncighborh~~<rd, 
for otherwise the final graph cannot contain a Hamiltonlan cycle. 
l &ly node in CY which remains conncctcd to part of the neighborhood must remain 
conncctcd to all of tht‘ neighborhood, because cvcry node in the neighborho~~d 
is lab&d idcntical!y. 
From tlwse three olxcrvations it follows that tht: final graph has a subgraph like 
the following: 
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But no such subgraph occurs in p. By this comradiction we conclude that every 
k-ary grammar that generates p also generates some other k +3 node graph. Cl 
Corollary 3.2. Fbr euery k a 0 there are NLC languages that are not generated by 
any k-ary WLC granzmar. (In particular, the finite language containing only the graph 
p of Theorem 3.1 is NLC but not k-ary.‘) 
Corollary 3.3. Consider the fdlowir~g infinite sequence of graphs: 
No infinite subset of this sequence is an NLS language. 
The second restriction on NLC grammars that we considz is to require each 
production to produce at least one terminal. 
Definition. An NLC grammar is called positic4 if, for every production X + cy, the 
graph u contains at least one terminal label. 
obviously any NLC‘ language containing the empty graph cannot be generated 
by a positive grammdr. We will show that there are also NLC languages without 
the empty graph which are not generated by any positive grammar. The method is 
:t~c follows: let k > 1 be an integer. We will define a graph q which is not generated 
ty any k-u-y positive grammar. The graph T& contains 6( k + 1 1 nodes which we wi!! 
denote by triples (x, _Y, z) with x E { 1,2}, y E { 1,2.3} and z E { I _ 2, . . . , Q + 1). Each 
node in q is labeled ‘a’, and a node (x,, yr. r,) is connected to another node 
k-l. V-. - e- +i iff x1 = x7. v, = y2 or z, = z2. Note the following properties of Q. 
Property 1. Among any three nodes in T,, at kast two are connected (since the 
s-coordinate has only two possible values). 
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that G is a k-ary positive grammar generating T,+. 
The connection relation of G must contain (a, a), otherwise G cannot generate 
any connected graph with more than k nodes. Consider a derivation of 7/, in the 
grammar G. Somewhere in this derivation the number of nodes increases from some 
number less than 6(k + 1) to exactly 6(k+ 1). We will focus on one of the new 
terminal nodes created at this step of the derivation. This new terminal node is 
labeled by a, and subsequent steps in the derivation cannot disconnect it from any 
other node. (This is because subsequent steps may only relabel an existing node 
with a, and (a, a) is in the connection relation.) Thus, at the time of its creation, 
the terminal node is disconnected from exactly 2k other nodes (by Property 2). 
Where could these 2k nodes be? .At least k + 1 of them must be outside the new 
daughter graph, since this daughter graph has at most k nodes. We will call these 
the ‘outside discolmected nodes’, and consider the following two cases for their 
location: 
Ccrsu 1. In this c,lse, two or more of the outside disconnected no&s are in the 
neighborhood of the new daughter graph. Let X and Y be the labels ::f two stich 
outside disconnected nodes. Neither X nor Y is equal to a, since (u, a ) is in the 
connection relation. So., eventualiy, ‘wfe will have to change both the ,-; and the 1 
to labial a. Fat this will disconnect these two outside nodes from each other, since 
neither (a, X) nor (a., Y) is in the connection relation. This creates three mutu;llly 
disconnected nodes, which contradicts Property 1. 
Case 2. In this ca\e, at most one of the outside disconnected nodes in in the 
neighborhood of the daughter graph. This implies that at least one of the outside 
disconnected nodes is not is not in the neighborhood. Since this node is not ill the 
neighborhood. it must be dicconnected from every node in the new daughter gr:iph. 
This implies that the new terminal node is connected to every other node in t’ne 
new daughter graph (by Property 1). Hence, there must be exactly 2k outsilrfe 
disconnected nodes. At least 2k - 1 of these are not in the neighborhood (by our 
assumption for Case 2). These: 2 k - 1 nodes must all be disccnnected from the 
entirety of the new daughter graph. But this contradicts Property 3. 
By these contradictions, we conclude that G cannot generate Tk. q 
Corollary 3.5. Let A be my nonempty alphabet. The NLC language GJ -(h) consist- 
irlg of ull nonempty graphs over ~1 is not generated by any positive grammar. 
4. Restricition on the connection relation 
An NLC grammar G = (2, A, P, S, C) is called functional if its connection relation 
C C C X C is a partial function, i.e., for every X E y r there is at most oae Y E C with 
(X, Y) E C. The grammar is called inverse functional if the inverse of the connection 
r~zlation is a partiai function, i.e., for every YE 2 there is at most oile X E G with 
(X, Y) E C. The grammar is called symmetric if the connection relation is symmetric, 
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i.e., whenever (X, Y) is in C, then ( Y, X) is also In C. In this section we show that 
all three of these restrictions reduce the generatiug power of NLC grammars. 
The case of functional and inverse functional grammars are treated simultaneously 
using the language GiU,bk of all graphs with terminal labels {a, 6). It is easy to give 
;an NLC grammar for lhis language. Thus, the following theorem shows that the 
functional and inverse functional restrictons reduce the generating power of NLC 
grammars. 
Theorem 4.1. The NLC language Gla.h) is not generated by any functional or inverse 
furwtonal NLC grammar. 
Proof. The language contains arbitrarily long chains of the form 
By Theorem 2.4 this implies that both (n, Q) and (h, b) are in the connection 
relation of any grammar for GIL,.t,). The language also contains arbitrarily long chains 
of the form 
Again, by Theorem 2.4 this implies that either (cl, h) or (h, a) is in the connection 
relation of any grammar for Gi,,.r,). Either of these choices (that is (II, 11) or (h, (1)) 
makes the connection relation neither functonal nor inverse functional. C; 
The cast of symmetric grammars ntxds a more complex language. WC define a 
Iwguagc I_ with terminal alphabet {N, h}. The langurtge contains these two sorts of 
graphs: 
(I f Any odd length chain. for example. 
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u R 
S-, 
h I7 b 
T 
S-- 
T I’ .Y 
T+- 
The connection relation contains any pair where the first component is a, b or X, 
plus the pairs (A I * a), (A I, A,) and (R, h). Any derivation that starts with the 
product ion S + !’ wi!l derive an odd length chain. ‘The other derivations g<;;erate 
the cyclic graph5 of L. Thus, L is an NLC language; bupr the following theorem 
shows it is not generated by any symmetric grammar. 
Theorem 4.2. No sywuetric NLC Franmar getlerates the NLC langr!rPge L. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that G is a k-ary symmetric grammcir generating 
L (k 3(r). ‘4’ be L will need some properties concerning G. First, by Theorem 2.1 we 
may assume that G has no erasing pic;!::ctions. Second, by Theorem 2.4 we know 
thilt (a, a ), ( b, b) and at least of (a, b) or (b, a) are in the connection relation of 
G. But. since G is symmetric, this means that all of {(a, a), (a, b), (6, a), (b, b)) is 
in the connection relation, that is: 
Terminal Property. Any two terminals are related by the cormectioll relation. 
I Ike rest of the proof deals with the unique graph in L with 4k nodes. We call this 
graph u and note that it has the following property: 
Disconnection Property. Let p be any subgraph of (T with 2 s IpI 5 k. 
Then eoery node irl p is disconnected from at least one fleighbor of ,I’,. 
( The neighbors of p are the nodes which are not in p, but which are 
dircc:ly connected to some node of p.) 
Now, consider* a derivation of (T. By Theorem 2.3 we may assume that this is a 
constrained derivation. At some point in the derivation the number of nodes 
increases from some number less than 4k to exactly 4k. We will focus on the new 
daughter graph created at this point. Since the derivaton is constrained, the neigh&jr- 
hood of this daughter graph contains only terminal nodes. But, by the disconnection 
property, every node in the daughter graph must disconnect from at least one node 
in the neighborhood. This implies that every node in the daughter graph is initially 
labeled with a nonterminal (by the terminal property). 
Consider some particular node in the daughter graph. Eventually this musi be 
labeled with a nonterminal X which causes the node to disconnect from a neighbor 
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node. Without loss of generality, we may assume this neighbor node is labeled b, 
i.e., neither (X, b) nor (6, X) is in the connection relation. But, suppose after the 
daughter graph is created we apply these productions: 
(1) Change the label of the particular daughter node to X (or leave it alone if 
it is already X). 
(2) Change every other label to a terminal. 
(3) Change the X-node to a terminal label. 
This results in a 4k node graph that contains a node which is not connected to any 
b-node. Such a graph does not occur in L, and, by this contradiction we conclude 
that no symmetric grammar geneates L. q 
i 
5. Discussion 
We have shown that a number of restrictions on NLC grammars reduce the 
generative power. In particular, restrictions which correspond to ‘Chomsky normal 
foi*m’ &nti%reibach normal form’ are not normal forms for the NLC grammars. 
The question remains as to what ‘useful’ restrictions do not reduce the generating 
power, that is, what normal forms exist for NLC grammars? Particularly desirable 
are normal forms that would aid in developing parsing techniques. 
A question that remains unanswered is the power of functional, inverse functioclal 
and symmetric grammars for a one-letter terminal alphabet. (Our results apply only 
to alphabets of size two or more.) A second question to be investigated is exactly 
how the classes of languages generated by the restricted grammars differs from 
arbitrary NLC languages. We are particularly interested in the class of languages 
generated by symmetric grammars because such a restriction is a natural choice 
when extending NLC grammars to parallel rewrite systems. 
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